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Gabe Cohen (2015):  For my project, I led the troop in building three computer desks for HOPE 
Community Services of New Rochelle. In addition, I purchased and installed new hard drives. HOPE is 
an organization I have long known about and volunteered for, so to me it was natural to approach them 
asking if they needed any projects done for them. They told me they had three computers that they 
would love to be able to offer access to for their constituents, but they had no hard drives for them, and 
no where to put them. The specifications for the desks were that they had to have wheels (so they could 
be moved and locked away at night), and they had to fit through a standard doorframe.  
 
With this in mind, I began drafting up a design for the desks. After reviewing my plan with Scoutmaster 
and contractor Mr. Flannery, I proceeded to purchase all the necessary materials. Between Pelham 
Lumber and True Value, I was easily able to procure all the wood and other necessary supplies. The first 
day of work required several youth volunteers to sand all the wood and apply the first coat of stain. The 
following day, the wood was re-sanded and a second coat of stain was applied. This concluded the most 
labor-intensive part of the project. 
 
A few weeks later, I called another session for just a few older scouts. Under the supervision of my 
fantastic mentor Mr. Murtha, we carefully drilled pilot holes and began assembling the different 
components into desks. To conclude the physical construction of the desks, Mr. Flannery generously 
helped drill castors to the feet of each desk, allowing the necessary freedom of movement. 
  
One problem arose during the construction phase. Earlier, when purchasing the wood, I had bought a 
slightly thicker cut of wood for the legs, based on the suggestion of the hardware store. However, I had 
failed to account for how this change would affect all the other measurements. I discovered that the 
shelves were now too wide for the new, thicker legs. Nevertheless, my mentor and I quickly regrouped 
upon realizing the problem, and without much difficulty, we were able to cut the shelves down to an 
appropriate size.  
 
With the desks built, all that remained was to deliver the desks and deliver and install the hard drives. 
Particularly tech-savvy scout Noah was essential in performing the required technical task. The 
occasional though troublesome problems and delays that occurred only served to teach me that the 
greatest problems are usually the ones we never see coming. While mistakes were made, I would not 
have done anything differently – the sole exception being perhaps having started my project earlier so as 
to take some of the pressure off myself.  
 
Over one hundred man-hours went into the project, which was not without its challenges. I needed to 
coordinate amongst many different uniquely skilled people in order to make my vision come to life, and 
working around everyone’s schedules was at times a difficult process. Regardless, I am happy I chose 
the project I did, as I am grateful that I had the chance to make a real impact on peoples’ lives. In fact, 
this aspect is the greatest source of the pride I derived from the project - that I was able to successfully 
design and carry out a project that will hopefully have a tangible impact on potentially many lives. Now, 
HOPE’s constituents will have free computer/internet access that allows them to look for jobs, affordable 
housing, and a litany of other opportunities that would otherwise be unavailable. Of course, I would never 
have been able to successfully undertake such a project without the unrelenting support of both the 
adults and youth of Troop 353. 


